[Temperature effect on the noninvasive measurement of human blood glucose by NIR].
During the noninvasive measurements of body blood glucose, the result will be effected by many factors, such as the measuring conditions including temperature, contact pressure and so on, and in addition the change of body's state also will induce some error. However, among so many factors the temperature is very important and should be discussed. To find the quantitative value of the result bias caused by temperature in the wavelength range from 1 100 to 1 700 nm, the aqueous glucose with the concentration ranging from 10 mg x dL(-1) to 200 mg x dL(-1) and 10 mg x dL(-1) interval was detected at temperature of 15, 20, 25, 30, 35 and 40 degrees C. Then six different models at different temperature were founded and predicted one another. The maximum RMSEP result of models is 11. 227 9 mg x dL(-1) and the minimum is 3. 298 8 mg x dL(-1). The correlation is about 0.98. The authors have also found that 1 degrees C change of temperature will induce deltac = 2.662 (mg x dL(-1) x degrees C(-1)) change of the prediction result, so these show that the detect error will be minimal when the temperature of measuring is the same as that of modeling. Moreover, the authors put forward two approaches to decreasing or compensating the error induced by the temperature.